
Installation & Maintenance GUIDE
We always recommend having a licensed profession install wallpapers. They will know the best techniques
needed for preparation and installation based on the characteristics of your space. 

Preparation
Please ensure your walls are properly prepared and primed (patching any holes and sanding them smooth)
for wallpaper.

We provide an overlap in design on all our wallpaper panels that need to be trimmed away. We suggest
installing and joining the panels with the seamless joint technique, or by overlapping each panel. 
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Installation
Adhesive should be applied to the panel substrate and not on to the wall. This will allow the adhesive to
cure with the substrate
Panels are clearly marked A-Z. Always begin with panel A
Before working on areas with receptacles, make sure to turn off the power source

Tips
Position the paper over the outlet or vent and use a razor knife to cut through the paper. Try to leave a
little extra paper over the hole so you don’t make a gap between the outlet and wallpaper
Bathrooms can be tricky when it comes to installing wallpaper especially around faucets. We always
suggest trying to get your wall mounted faucets taken off before we install, thereby ensuring a faultless
installation
We recommend the wallpaper adhesive ROMAN Pro-880 Ultra clear strippable for installations with any
of our CS wallpaper ground substrates

Standard
Commercial Grade, Type || / Class A wall
covering
The light texture works well to reduce glare from
direct light, while adding a warmth to the print
Medium depth texture, rough surface, low gloss
Widths: 54", 60", 75"
Thickness 0.017in to 0.027in
Contributes to LEED credits v4

Traditional Wallpaper
Type 1 non-PVC wall covering material
Lightweight and breathable material made from
non-woven fabric
Natural looking, paper feel, with a light hint of a
woven texture
Light texture, smooth surface, very low gloss
Widths: 54"
Thickness 0.011in.
PVS & POA (Olefin) Free


